Introduction
In a recent paper [I] , the author showed that it was possible to axiomatise a cohomology theory for Banach modules over a fixed Banach algebra. As well as being of interest in its own right, this result enabled simplifications to be made in the proofs of known isomorphism theorems. In this paper, we show that a similar theorem remains valid when we consider the normal cohomology groups defined for modules over a fixed operator algebra. One consequence of this result is a considerable simplification of work of JOHNSON, KADISON and RINGROSE [4] in which it is shown that, for a wide class of modules, norm continuous and normal cohomology coincide.
A cohomology theory for an arbitrary associative linear algebra was first introduced by HOCHSCHILD, in 1945 [2] . If 91 is an algebra, and ore a two sided 91-module, let ^n (91, Jtl) denote the space of all n-linear maps from 91 X ... X 91 to 3R; we call this the space of n-cochains. We define a coboundary operator A : ^(91, the space of n cocycles, then ^(91, mi)CZ^(9I, Oil) (n ^ 1). Each of these has the structure of a linear space, and so in particular of an abelian group. Conventionally, we write B° (91, mi) === \0 ;, the zero group. We may thus define the n-dimensional cohomology group of 91, with coefficients in mi, by
The continuous, and normal cohomology groups, in which we shall be interested, are obtained in the same way as the Hochschild groups, except that we allow as n-cochains, only those multilinear maps which satisfy certain continuity conditions. Let 91 be a complex Banach algebra, and mi a Banach ^-module; i. e., 3Tt is a two-sided 91-module, a complex Banach space, and
e write -^ (91, 3^) for the space of all continuous n-cochains, and then define the continuous n-coboundaries B^ (91, 3Tt), the continuous n-cocycles Z^ (91, 3ri) and finally the continuous cohomology groups H^ (91, on) (n ^ 0) in the same way as was done above. These groups have been studied by JOHNSON [3] , and KADISON and RINGROSE [6] , and we refer to these papers for a detailed discussion of both their properties and utility. In fact, it proves convenient to restrict the class of Banach 91-modules slightly; we say that a Banach 91-module 3Vi is a dual ^-module if OTI is the (continuous) dual of some Banach space 3\i^ and if the maps mh^A.m, mh>m.A (A e 91, m e 3Xi)
are weak-*-continuous (= o-(3}l, cM^-continuous). This class of modules coincides with { X* : X is a Banach 91-module j, for which the main results in JOHNSON [3] were obtained. Our main concern in this paper is when 91 is a C*-algebra concretely represented as an algebra of bounded linear operators on some Hilbert space ^C. If on is a dual 91-module, we say that mi is normal it the maps Ai-»A.m, Ai^m.A (Ae9I,m€^l)
are ultraweak-weak-^-continuous. In this situation, we consider £ (91, ^), the space of continuous n-cochains which are separately ultraweak-weak-Ar-continuous, which we call the space of normal n-cochains. In the same way as before, we define normal n-coboundaries B^ (91, DFc), normal n-cocycles Z^ (91, *m), and thus the normal cohomology groups H^ (91, Jn) (n ^ 0).
We shall consider the relationship between the normal cohomology groups for 91, and those for 91-, the weak operator closure of 91. Clearly, a dual normal 9I--module becomes a dual normal 91-modulq when the multiplication is restricted. Even if 91 is not unital, 91-contains an identity £, the principal identity, which is the projection onto the spacê == {'A x : Ae9I, x^S€}. It thus makes sense to demand that a dual normal 9I--module 3R be unital, i. e. that E.m==m=m.E(me c)Tt). Finally, we note that since in general E is not the identity operator on S€, 9I~ is not in general a von Neumann algebra. Thus to appeal to general theory for results about 91-, we must first restrict the representation to act on ^Ci.
Construction of a dual normal 91-module
As in [7] , [4] , our main tool is the existence of the universal representation of a C*-algebra. This is described in KADISON ( [5] , p. 181-182); we review the main results here. Let 91 be a given (abstract) C*-algebra; then among all the concrete representations of 91 as an algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space there is a distinguished representation, the universal representation, which dominates every other representation. Precisely, if 9 is an arbitrary representation of 91, and ^ the universal representation, there is a central projection Pe^ (91)-, and an algebra isomorphism a : ^ (91)-P -> 9 (91)-such that if A e 91, a (^ (A). P) = 9 (A). If we are given 91 simply as an abstract C*-algebra then it is notationally simpler to identify the isometrically isomorphic algebras 91 and ^ (91). We then have a representation 9 of 91, a central projection P€9I-and an algebra isomorphism a : 91-P -> 9 (91)-such that a(A.P) =9 (A) (Ae9I).
Restricting 91 to be a representation on the range of the principal identity, a becomes an isomorphism of von Neumann algebras, and so automatically ultraweakly continuous. It follows that a is ultraweakly continuous when 91 is in its universal representation; thus 9 has an ultraweakly continuous extension to a representation of 9I-, and 9 (9I~) = 9 (91)-. We note also that a similar argument shows a-1 to be ultraweakly continuous. The main result, in this section, is that the "relatively injective " modules which played a crucial role in the axiomatic continuous cohomology theory of CRAW [1] are, in certain cases, actually dual normal 9t~-modules.
Let 91 be a Banach algebra, and on an arbitrary Banach space. Proof. -There is no loss in assuming that the (abstract) C*-algebra 91 is in fact given in its universal representation. Then there is a central projection Pe9l
-, and an algebraic isomorphism a : 91-P -> cp (91)-such that a (J?.P) = cp (R) (J?e9I-). Let
X = ^ (cp (9I-) (g) cp (9I-), on), 9) = {^e^ (91-(g) 91-, .m): ^ == P ^P}, and define
Since a is an isomorphism, 9 is well defined, and extends by linearity and continuity to a norm decreasing map 9 : 9) -> 3£.
Similarly, by defininĝ
(p) (J?, ® A) == p (? (I?i) (g) ? (R.)) (p e X, J?i, R. e 9I-),
we obtain a norm decreasing map ^ : X -^ 9). Since Q^==l,^0==l, in particular 9 is isometric. Further, since P is in the centre of 9I~, it is clear that (1) 9(J?.cr) =cr(JR).Q(a); 6((7.J?) ==9( (7).cr(J?) (R € 9I-, cr € 9)).
Now fix p€ 3£; we show that the map cp (J?) h> 9 CR)-P (^e9l~) is ultraweak-weak-^-continuous. Continuity of right multiplication can be obtained in exactly the same way, and since only the normality of X was in doubt, this will prove the lemma.
Let cr == O-1 (p), and define m^ : 91---^ (91-(g) 9I-, .m) by m^(fi)==J?(7 (J?e9I-).
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Then, using (1),
As remarked earlier, a-1 is automatically ultraweakly continuous. By lemma 2.2, m^ is ultraweak-weak-*-continuous on 9I-, and since the ultraweak topology on 91-P is the restriction to 91-P of the ultraweak topology on 9I-, m^ is an ultraweak-weak-* -continuous map from 91-P == a-^ (cp (%-)) to ^ (91-091-, on). Since ^e9), 77^ in fact has its range in 9), and since ^ (91-(g) 91-, Oil) is a dual Banach 9I--module, 9) is weak-*-closed in ^ (91-(g) 91-, Oil) and so is itself the dual of a Banach space. Since the weak-*-topology on 9) then coincides with its relative weak-^-topology as a subspace of ^ (91-(g) 9I-, .m), it follows that m<7:9I-P-^9) is ultraweak-weak-*-continuous. Finally, since Q : 9) -^ X is isometric, it is necessarily weak-*-weak-*-continuous. We now see that
is ultraweak-weak-*-continuous, and the lemma follows.
A characterisation of normal cohomology
We now derive a series of properties which, we prove in theorem 3.5, characterise the normal cohomology of an algebra of operators. Then since A preserves separate ultraweak-weak-^ -continuity, and since f, g, p are automatically weak-*-weak-*-continuous, it follows that f n , g n , ^ map into the stated spaces. As in JOHNSON [3] , Proposition 1.7], these induce maps between the corresponding cohomology groups, and it is clear that f° and g° are obtained by restriction. The proof that the long sequence is exact also follows that in [3] .
We call a short exact sequence of the type considered above a split exact sequence of dual normal ^-modules.
We saw in lemma 2.3 that certain (< relatively injective " 9I~-modules were indeed dual normal 9I --modules. It follows from this that the statement of the next lemma is meaningful. where E is the principal identity in Sl". Hence ^ (R,, A,, .... A,-0 (E (g) A, J?,) (^,J?,e2I-,Ai, ...,A,€2I).
Adding (2) and (3) shows that A<7 = p, and the result follows. We see from the preceeding three lemmas that H^ (21, .) is a normal cohomology theory for 21. We now show that it is essentially the only one. 
